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BILATERAL RELATIONS 
 
Notice on Providing Convenience to Visa Applicants
Published by zurich.chineseconsulate.org, March 16th, 2021
In order to resume people-to-people exchanges between China and foreign countries in an orderly manner, starting from
March 15, 2021, the Chinese Embassy and Consulate in Switzerland provides the following conveniences to visa
applicants who have been inoculated with the COVID-19 vaccines produced in China and obtained the vaccination
certificate. 1. Foreign nationals and their family members visiting China for resuming work and production in various
fields need only to provide the documents required before the COVID-19 pandemic when applying for a visa. 2. The
scope of applicants eligible for applying for a visa out of emergency humanitarian needs will be expanded as appropriate.
Foreign family members of Chinese citizens or permanent residents of China, including spouse, parents, children and
other close relatives living together (referring to siblings, grandparents and grandchildren), may submit visa applications
for the purposes of reuniting with family, taking care of the elderly, visiting relatives, attending funerals or visiting critically
ill relatives. 3. Passengers holding valid APEC business travel cards may apply for the business visa to the Chinese
Embassy and Consulate in Switzerland by presenting the valid APEC business travel card and the invitation letter issued
by the inviting party in China. The requirement that passengers bound for China by flights shall complete the "double
tests" (nucleic acid and serum IgM antibody tests) within 48 hours before boarding remains unchanged. After entering
China, passengers shall abide by the relevant Chinese regulations on isolation and observation.
 
Wang Yi Speaks with Vice President and Foreign Minister of the Swiss Confederation Ignazio Cassis on the
Phone
Published by fmprc.gov.cn, March 10th, 2021
On March 10, 2021, State Councilor and Foreign Minister Wang Yi had a phone conversation with Vice President and
Foreign Minister of the Swiss Confederation Ignazio Cassis on at the latter's request. Wang Yi said that in the face of the
COVID-19 challenges, China and Switzerland have helped and supported each other, deepened traditional friendship
and enhanced mutual trust between the two countries. He believes that the China-Switzerland friendship can not only
withstand the test of the pandemic, but will also be further deepened and developed. Wang Yi emphasized that since the
establishment of diplomatic ties more than 70 years ago, China-Switzerland relations have always been at the forefront
of China's relations with Europe and even with Western countries. The most important experience is to stick to the
principle that all countries, big or small, are equal, and to uphold mutual respect and mutual trust. In recent years, in
particular, under the guidance of the two heads of state, the development of China-Switzerland relations has entered a
fast track, which has not only established the strategic positioning of innovative strategic partnership, but also made
significant progress in such areas as free trade, finance and the Belt and Road cooperation. These achievements are
hard-won and the two sides should especially cherish them and constantly forge them ahead. He hopes that the Swiss
side will continue to view China in an objective and rational manner and play an active role in promoting the sound and
stable development of bilateral relations. China appreciates Switzerland's openness in cooperation with Chinese-funded
enterprises, and as China is moving faster in advancing high-level opening-up, the two countries are seeing broad
prospects in innovative and pragmatic cooperation. He hopes that both sides will continue promoting free trade
cooperation actively.
 
China to Enhance Experience Sharing on Winter Olympics with Switzerland, Austria
Published by cgtn.com, March 11th, 2021
Chinese State Councilor and Foreign Minister Wang Yi pledged to enhance experience sharing on the hosting of Winter
Olympics with Switzerland and Austria in separate phone calls with his counterparts from the two countries. Beijing will
hold the Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games early next year. Speaking with Ignazio Cassis, member of the Swiss
Federal Council and Switzerland's foreign minister, Wang said Switzerland, as a major winter sports country, has hosted
the Winter Olympics and China is willing to learn from Switzerland's experience of hosting the games. "China will
strengthen exchanges and cooperation in event organization and personnel training, which will not only bring new
business opportunities for Switzerland's winter sports industry, but also help activate cultural exchanges between the two
countries after the pandemic," said Wang. Cassis also expressed his willingness to cooperate with China on the winter
Olympics. He said Switzerland would conduct strategic dialogues with China to promote mutual understanding and
support.
 

BUSINESS NEWS 
Cedrus Group to Launch a New Office in Zurich, Switzerland
Published by acrofan.com, March 22nd, 2021
Cedrus Group, a global financial services and investment group announces that it will be opening a new regional head
office in Zurich, Switzerland. The new office will further enhance the group's presence in Europe and better serve its
European client base with more investment opportunities especially in life sciences and key technology sectors, including
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innovative technologies, as well as facilitating the communications between Chinese and European investors and
companies alike. Moreover, the new office will further enhance Sino-Swiss economic and business relations in
conjunction with the China-EU Comprehensive Agreement on Investment, which offers significant growth in opportunities
for cross-border M&A and investment activities. With sophisticated expertise that is in great demand and decades of
experience in inbound and outbound investments in Europe and China, Cedrus has successfully positioned itself in key
cities in China with strategic importance, including Hong Kong, Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen and Hainan. The new
regional head office in Zurich will enable the group to have a local office further extending its reach and access to the
broader European region. This will allow Cedrus to better identify cutting-edge and innovative technologies for Swiss and
Chinese investors, increasing its ability to capture value-generating investment opportunities for its global clientele as a
whole. More importantly, Zurich has long been recognized as an elite international financial hub owing to its robust
business environment and innovations. Amid its trusted and strategic relationships in China and Switzerland, Cedrus is
committed to attracting Chinese investors and companies to Switzerland through its newly established office by further
leveraging our extensive investment experience and network.
 
Clariant Strengthens Position in China With Inauguration of One Clariant Campus
Published by globenewswire.com, March 18th, 2021
Clariant, a focused, sustainable and innovative specialty chemical company, today announced the official opening of its
One Clariant Campus in Shanghai, China. Across a total floor space of approximately 24,000 m2, the Campus will be
home to Clariant’s Greater China Operational Headquarters as well as the Innovation Center China. “The One Clariant
Campus is an important milestone for our dedicated China strategy. By locating our teams in the China organization
under one roof and providing them with state of the art equipment in the Clariant Innovation Center China, we increase
their ability to innovate and to exchange insights on market trends and customer needs. As a result, the One Clariant
Campus will be a strong driver to further strengthen our market position in China and beyond”, said Conrad Keijzer, CEO
of Clariant. The Chinese market represented 10% of Clariant’s sales in 2020, totaling CHF 402 million. In order to
increase its share of the Chinese market, the world’s largest chemicals market overall as well as for specialty chemicals,
the company pursues a dedicated strategy of becoming a true “China Insider” by fostering five key local elements:
insight, competitiveness, empowerment, innovation and partnering. To achieve this, Clariant invests significantly in
China. In addition to the CHF 45 million invested in the Campus, Clariant recently announced the construction of a new
Catofin™ catalysts production facility in Jiaxing, Zhejiang Province, and its joint venture facility with Tiangang Auxiliary in
Cangzhou, Hebei province, is opening soon.
 
Asian Gold Demand Rebounding as Swiss Exports to India Surge
Published by reuters.com, March 18th, 2021
Switzerland in February sent gold to mainland China for the first time since September and shipments to India and
Thailand rose to multi-year highs, suggesting that demand for bullion in Asia is recovering from the coronavirus shock.
Switzerland is the world's biggest gold refining centre and transit hub, while India and China are the two biggest gold
consumers and Thailand is a regional trade hub. Demand from all three Asian countries plunged last year as the
coronavirus spread and has been slowest to recover in China. One reason for the pick-up is a steady decline in gold
prices from record highs last August. Most gold in Asia is sold as jewellery and buyers are put off by high prices.  Swiss
customs data showed that in February Switzerland exported 56.5 tonnes of gold to India, 11.2 tonnes to Thailand, 2
tonnes to mainland China and 1 tonne to Hong Kong. That is biggest total to India for any month since April 2019, to
Thailand since August 2018 and to Hong Kong since September. It is the first shipment of any gold at all to China since
September.
 
CITIC Capital Partners’ USD 50 Million Investment in MedAlliance SA
Published by globallegalchronicle.com, March 18th, 2021
Trustar Capital (formerly known as CITIC Capital Partners), a private equity affiliate of CITIC Capital Holdings Limited,
has completed its over USD 50.0 million investment in the Switzerland based global leading medical technology
company MedAlliance SA, becoming MedAlliance’s single largest shareholder. The investment will be used to fund the
commercialization and roll-out of MedAlliance’s key product Selution SLR. MedAlliance is a privately-owned medical
technology company. It is headquartered in Nyon, Switzerland, with facilities in Irvine CA, Glasgow UK and Singapore.
MedAlliance has been dedicated to developing innovative drug-eluting balloons (DEBs) for patients suffering from life-
threatening coronary and peripheral arterial disease. CITIC Capital Holdings Limited is an alternative investment
management and advisory company. The firm manages over USD35 billion of capital through its multi-asset class
platform covering private equity, real estate, structured investment & finance, asset management, and special situations.
CITIC Capital has over 150 portfolio companies that span 11 sectors and employ over 800,000 people around the
world.? The firm combines a deep knowledge of the Chinese business and financial markets with world-class investment
expertise to create and maximize value for its investors.
 
Swiss Watch Exports Will not Return to Pre-Covid Levels Until 2023
Published by expatica.com, March 12th, 2021
Exports of Swiss watches are unlikely to return to pre-coronavirus pandemic levels over the next couple of years
according to estimates by the Vontobel private bank.  The forecast is not all doom and gloom though. After taking a hit in
2020, Swiss watch exports should grow by around 18% in 2021, thanks to the dynamism of the market in mainland
China.   Expected to reach CHF20 billion (almost USD 21.5 billion), exports this year should increase sharply in the
second quarter, where a jump of more than 50% is anticipated, the report said.  In 2020, Swiss watch exports
plummeted by 21.8% to CHF16.98 billion. The closure of factories and shops at the height of the health crisis and the
lack of international tourists took a heavy toll on the sector. Rolex, which has experienced a smaller decline in sales than
many other watch brands, has become the leading Swiss watch brand with estimated sales of around CHF4.95 billion in
2020. It has a market share of 25%, thus dethroning the Swatch group, which hangs on to 22% of the market, according
to calculations by the Zurich-based bank.  The Richemont group, another big player which owns high-end brands like
Cartier and Jaeger-LeCoultre, accounts for 17% of market share, while French conglomerate LVMH, which owns Swiss
watch brands like Hublot, Bulgari, Tag Heuer and Zenith, enjoys a 7% slice of the pie. Mainland China became the most
important export market for the Swiss watch industry for the first time, overtaking Hong Kong which had held the top spot
since 2008.

CULTURE & SOCIETY
 
Sommerakademie Paul Klee 2021/22 Calls for Applications
Published by prohelvetia.cn, March 23rd, 2021
A16-month program hosted by the Bern University of the Arts HKB calls for applications. Up to nine residents are invited
to join the Sommerakademie Paul Klee (SPK) program, curated by artist Dora García, and beginning 2 August 2021.
Over the course of 2021 & 2022, the SPK features public lectures, closed-door seminars, and access to state-of-the-art
infrastructure and technical support at the Bern University of the Arts (HKB) – but also teaching opportunities in the form
of workshops at the HKB. In response to ongoing practical and political contingencies, this call is addressed to applicants
residing within an approx. 1000 km radius of Bern. For the same reason, SPK is newly introducing the option of digital
residencies, from further afar.

GENERAL INTEREST
 
Alan Bogana Sets Light to Space Oddity
Published by prohelvetia.cn, March 5th, 2021
Geneva-based Alan Bogana has been selected for Pro Helvetia Shanghai’s residencies program. Before his arrival, he
is invited to participate in UCCA Dune’s exhibition “Space Oddity”. In his 1971 short story “The New Cosmogony,”
science fiction author Stanisław Lem describes a new model for the universe: the universal phenomena and natural laws
detectable to humanity are all the product of a previous universe’s operations and rules; “perfect nature” does not exist,
because nature was also formed by this process. Although the feasibility of proving this hypothesis remains to be seen,
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Lem reminds us of an indisputable fact: “nature” is far more complex and mutable than we imagine, and time is not a
linear forward march. As such, continued insight into the universe allows us to escape the limits of anthropocentrism. As
one of the Earth’s many inhabitants, humanity has an ineluctable fate—the evolution of a planetary consciousness, one
that transcends state, religion, race, and species.

INDUSTRIES

ENGINEERING / MANUFACTURING

ABB Sees China Leading Higher Energy Efficiency Standard
Published by cgtn.com, March 12th, 2021
As China aims to grow its economy by over 6% in 2021, global industrial companies are pinning more hopes on the
country's market to shore up their competitiveness. Among them is ABB Ltd., a Swiss power and automation company.
Implementing an "in China, for China and the world" strategy, the firm has put China in the front and center of innovation
over the past decade. ABB believes China will reach its 2060 carbon neutrality goal by taking the innovation and
technology route. CGTN's Michael Wang spoke with Morten Wierod, president of motion business at ABB, on the
changes he has witnessed and the outlook for China's industrial landscape. Morten Wierod stated “Overall we're doing
very well in the Chinese market, not only as ABB, but also as moreover motion business, with a good growth in the forth
quarter more than 20 percent for the overall business. So, there we see that the trend of higher energy efficiency and the
need for productivity. This is driving our business and makes us very optimistic about the future, as we see great growth
potential in China for this industry in the general, and for ABB in special.”

BANK / FINANCE / INSURANCE

Swiss Re Ramps Up Support for China's Green Development Goals
Published by chinadaily.com.cn, March 25th, 2021
The reinsurance industry can play a leading role in tackling climate change and in supporting green transformation to
improve climate resilience, according to Christian Mumenthaler, CEO of Swiss Re Group. In 2020, the devastating
effects in extreme weather with an increase in secondary perils, such as severe storms and wildfires, contributed to USD
76 billion in global insured losses from natural catastrophes, Mumenthaler said. On top of this, the world has had to face
the unprecedented challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic, however, China has been one of the few countries able to
weather the storm and get back to growth. "When we think about the Chinese market, we continue to think it is one of the
most exciting markets in the world with very good prospects, and we have high confidence in China and its recovery,"
Mumenthaler said in a video link to the China Development Forum 2021 held from March 20 to 22 in Beijing. Swiss Re
has participated in the CDF since 2012, and this year focused on the topic of green transformation centering around the
14th Five-Year Plan (2021-25).
 
Credit Suisse Plans to Triple China Headcount
Published by finews.asia, March 22nd, 2021
Credit Suisse will look to further accelerate its expansion plans in mainland China with plans to triple its headcount in the
market over the next three years. “We are planning to more than triple our presence in term of headcount in China over
the next three years and look forward to strengthening our position,” said Credit Suisse chief executive Thomas Gottstein
during a panel discussion at the Beijing-based China Development Forum. In addition to increased headcount and also
plans to take full control of its securities venture over the next 12 months after obtaining a majority stake last year, the
bank will also look to expand its offering. It is planning to apply for a banking license in order for its branch to enhance its
offering across private and investment banking. This is a significantly accelerated plan compared to August last year
when the bank said it would look to double headcount over the next five years.
 
UBS Asset Management Launches ETF Tracking 100 Largest Tech-Driven Chinese Companies
Published by etfexpress.com, March 19th, 2021
UBS Asset Management (UBS AM) has launched the first currency-hedged UCITS ETF designed to provide access to
China's rapidly growing technology sector. The UBS ETF (LU) Solactive China Technology UCITS ETF aims to invest in
the 100 largest technology-driven companies headquartered in mainland China. In addition to selecting companies from
the traditional technology sector and health technology sub-sector, the index also includes firms which derive the majority
of their revenues from various innovative, technology-related business activities, including genomics, robotics and
automation, cybersecurity, digital entertainment, cloud computing, future cars, blockchain and social media. The Chinese
government has targeted high-technology industries as a strategic growth priority. The investment to strengthen national
players has started to pay off and the technology sector is one of the main growth drivers for the country, with its digital
economy accounting for about 30 per cent of GDP – having more than doubled from 2008. Now, international investors
are looking for ways to tap those opportunities.  Clemens Reuter, Global Head of ETF & Index Fund Client Coverage at
UBS Asset Management, says: “We have had a presence in China for several decades and have built deep expertise in
the country. This new ETF is part of UBS AM’s strategic focus to provide investors with innovative exposure to one of the
world’s fastest growing markets. The fund incorporates stocks beyond ‘traditional tech’, including exposure to areas such
as social media, future mobility or medical technologies companies, and shows our strength to create products that align
client interest and China’s long-term economic trends.”

HOSPITALITY / TOURISM / RETAILS

Swatch CEO Says Post-Pandemic Sales Boom Has Begun in China, U.S
Published by sports.yahoo.com, March 17th, 2021
Swiss watchmaker Swatch Group Chief Executive Nick Hayek expects a sales boom when people can travel again after
the coronavirus pandemic, he told the NZZ paper in an interview published on March 17th. "Who knows how long it will
take before people can travel again. But the boom will come, and in some countries like China or, amazingly, the United
States, it's already there. We're about 10% above 2019 in the U.S. today, and there was still tourism then," he was
quoted as saying. He dismissed the idea of taking the group private, saying the idea of raising up to CHF 12 billion (USD
13 billion)in debt for that was a "no go".
 
Nestlé Rolls Out Touchless Coffee Machines, New Flavours
Published by businesstimes.com.sg, March 22nd, 2021
Nestlé SA is preparing for post-pandemic coffee growth as the world's largest food company rolls out touchless machines
for the office and bets new flavors will win over more consumers making coffee at home. The maker of Nespresso and
Nescafe is planning a wider introduction of machines that can be controlled via smartphone, catering to concern about
viral transmission, David Rennie, head of Nestle's coffee brands, said in an interview. "As people return to offices, they
may not be going back in the same numbers as pre-Covid," Mr Rennie said by phone. "In-home consumption will
continue to grow." Mr Rennie said he sees big growth prospects in China, where average consumption of java is at just
seven cups per person a year. Nestle opened almost 900 Starbucks counter locations in China last year as the country
recovered from lockdowns faster than other countries. India and Africa are also priority markets for expansion, he said.
 
LEGAL / TAX / CONSULTING / SERVICES

An Observation on The Fiscal And Tax Policies in China’s Government Work Report in 2021
Published by pwccn.com, March 2021
On March 5, 2021, Premier of the State Council, Li Keqiang delivered the <Report on the Work of the Government>
(“Report”) at the fourth session of the 13th National People’s Congress (NPC), The Report reviews China’s economic
and social development work in 2020 and the 13th Five-year-Plan Period and sets for the the main development targets for the 14th Five-year-
Plan Period and the major tasks for 2021. It is stressed in the Report that, facing shocks of a severity rarely seen before in 2020, and in response to the urgent
needs of market players, China has implemented both time-limited large-scale tax and fee cuts and institutional arrangements to reduce the burden of market
players by more than RMB 2.6 trillion for the year, including RMB 1.7 trillion in social security contribution cuts and exemptions, which helped micro, small, and
medium enterprises (MSMEs) and sole proprietors, which are large in number, extensive in scope and took the most direct hit from COVID-19, to weather what
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was a very tough time. This article will introduce the key fiscal and tax policies in the Report and share with you the observations.
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